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Thenextphase
At least 578 drugs and vaccines are reportedly in
development targeting the coronavirus which has so far
infected about 27 million people and killed nearly 900,000
worldwide.
Skipping some tedious clinical trials, Russia became the ﬁrst
country in the world in August to approve a COVID-19
vaccine it named “Sputnik-V” developed by the Gamaleya
National Center of Epidemiology and Microbiology in
Moscow.
While skeptics doubt Sputnik-V's reliability, The Lancet, a
reputable UK-based medical journal, found out the Russianmade vaccine enabled participants to develop antibodies to
ﬁght the virus without having serious side eﬀects.
Germany, the US, China and the UK are reportedly in their
advance clinical trial stages for Covid vaccines, giving hope
to a world wrecked by an invisible virus just months after it
was ﬁrst discovered in the Chinese city of Wuhan.
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At this stage, the air cargo industry would again be crucial in
safely transporting millions if not billions of these highly
valuable vaccines to every corner of the world to bring back a
semblance of normalcy in the new normal.
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This early, diﬀerent air cargo carriers and others in the supply
chain are already preparing for this historic mammoth task.
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In this edition, we'll examine how the industry is coping with
the changing world and how technology is becoming an
integrated part of its transformation. How governments are
investing on their future by putting stakes on the global
transport industry, mainly in air cargo and logistics.
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We'll also bring you the latest news on how major industry
players have moved beyond the pandemic, setting their
sights to a new future we all look forward to.
Gemma Q. Casas
Editor-in-Chief
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From ﬁeld messenger to becoming
CEO, this French entrepreneur
shares joy of his success with family
peers, Glusman joined Qualitair and Sea in 1990 after returning to France. By 2007, he
led a management buyout and Crystal Group was created and he became the
company's CEO and President.
Combining organic growth with some acquisitions, Crystal Group is today considered
one of the largest independent logistics providers in France.

Joël Glusman
President & CEO, Crystal Group
TLF Board Member &
Foreign Trade Advisor, France
ime and again, we
are shown that a
degree doesn't
deﬁne a person's
success in life but
rather his passion to
make a diﬀerence in
his chosen path.
Bill Gates, the tech
billionaire ranked as the world's wealthiest
person before Jeﬀ Bezos of Amazon took
over this year with assets of over $105.6
billion, dropped out of college at Harvard
while making Microsoft. So, did the late
Steve Jobs of Apple. He stopped his
university studies and instead went to
India to study Buddhism.
In France's logistics industry, Joël Glusman
who never ﬁnished college, is a name to be
reckoned with.

“We started this business in 1986. It's more than 34 years ago.
The challenges were just crazy but we managed to overcame
those,” shared Glusman to Air Cargo Update in an interview in
Dubai where his ﬁrm participated at an MRO event held just
before the COVID-19 lockdown in March.
“What we learned is that ethics in doing business is really important. You must also have
the passion for your customers and the aerospace industry,” he added noting that his
company mainly deals with providing logistics for the aerospace industry.
Today, Crystal Group is one of the most trusted names in the aerospace logistics in
France which has also expanded its network to the Middle East, Europe and beyond.
Worldwide, Glusman employs about 600 staﬀ.
“I'm driven by passion,” said Glusman who continues to break new opportunities for his
company by adopting and blending technology to what they do.
“There will always be giants like UPS, FedEx, DHL and we need those guys. Smaller
companies like us provide added value services to them by improving the supply
chain,” he added.
A devoted father to his two sons and his wife, his childhood sweetheart, Glusman ﬁnds
joy splitting time between work and family.
“I like spending time with my family,” said Glusman who is also a grandfather to an
adorable girl.
This French entrepreneur says his family's strong support and undivided commitment
to his endeavors enabled him to accomplish many things in life. Priceless.

Glusman, the President & CEO of Crystal
Group and TALA, the aerospace logistics
alliance in France, who is also a TLF Board
Member & Foreign Trade Advisor of
France, began his career at age 17 as an
airport ﬁeld messenger at Orly Airport in
1974.
Passionate with what he's doing with a
quest for knowledge, Glusman managed
to climb up key positions in the industry,
including becoming VP for sales and
marketing stationed in New York for a
major French international freight
forwarder.
Well-versed in English and well liked by his
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Air France KLM Martinair Cargo
grants WFS 5-year contract as
it opens second new cargo
terminal in Brussels
LONDON/PARIS: Worldwide Flight Services, the world's largest
cargo handling company, got a ﬁve-year contract from Air
France KLM Martinair Cargo to provide services to its new cargo
terminal in Brussels.

security technologies.
“We are extremely proud that Air France KLM Martinair Cargo are
extending their partnership with WFS in Europe as we continue to
invest in our presence at Brussels Airport. WFS is making this
strong commitment to support our customers, the Belgian freight
and logistics industry, and Brussels Airport's ambition to be one
of Europe's most important and professional cargo hubs. We are
extremely conﬁdent in the long-term airport's growth potential,”
said Marc Claesen, Senior Vice President Commercial EMEAA at
WFS.

Under the terms of the agreement, WFS will provide a total
handling solution including cargo, mail and truck handling, and
services for special products, for some 30,000 tons annually.
The contract comes as WFS prepares for the opening of its new
25,000 sqm Building 835 at Brussels Airport.
The new facility is part of a €100 million investment by Brussels
Airport in the cargo zone at the airport and will incorporate
3,000 square metres of cooling facilities for pharma and
perishables shipments, a covered airside staging area and
outside container storage. As part of WFS' global commitment
to the highest levels of safety and security, it will also be
equipped with full CCT V coverage, x-ray and other

The opening of Building 835 will mark WFS' second new cargo
terminal at Brussels Airport within two years. In February 2019, it
also commenced operations in the custom-built Building 832 at
the airport, a 9,400 sq m freight centre designed to support fast
and eﬃcient loading, unloading and handling of cargo, and
specialist trucking and forwarding activities.

K N N I N T E R N AT I O N A L S E R V I C E S F Z C
INTERNATIONAL SERVICES FZC

P.O. Box: 9509, SAIF Zone, Sharjah, UAE. Mobile: +971 50 364 8360
Tel: +971 6 7040890, E-mail: kshaikh@knn-gse.ae, www.knn-gse.ae
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10,000 ﬂights for Emirates
SkyCargo in just 3 months

DUBAI: Emirates SkyCargo says it operated 10,000 cargo
ﬂights between April and June 2020, a mix of scheduled, adhoc and charter operations, to facilitate the movement of
essential commodities and other supplies for individual
consumers and businesses across the world.

Between May and June, the Dubai-based cargo
carrier said it operated on an average more
than 3,800 ﬂights per month, with the aircraft
travelling to over 100 destinations and
covering approximately 37 million kilometers,
the equivalent distance of roughly 50 trips to
the moon and back.
Nabil Sultan, Emirates Divisional Senior Vice President, Cargo
said: “As a customer focused organization, Emirates
SkyCargo has innovatively adapted our cargo operations and
oﬀerings over the last few months in line with rapidly
evolving market demand. Starting with deploying our
passenger aircraft as freighters to more recently modifying
10 of our aircraft by removing Economy Class to allow for
additional cargo capacity, we have been extremely ﬂexible
and agile in responding to our customers.
“In keeping with our core value as a global facilitator of trade
and economies, we have re-grown our network to over 100
destinations with robust ﬂight frequencies to key production
and consumer markets. We continue to be able to oﬀer our
customers an unmatched reach and connectivity for their
valuable cargo and our ﬂight milestones are a validation of
our customers' trust in our service.”
Emirates SkyCargo said it had also operated 500 ﬂights with
cargo loaded in the overhead bins, on the passenger seats or
on the ﬂoor of the passenger cabin of its Boeing 777-300ER
aircraft. These ﬂights were operated in the months of May
and June 2020 to over 50 global destinations transporting a
wide variety of commodities.
Starting from just over 35 destinations at the end of March
2020, Emirates SkyCargo has expanded its network to over
100 scheduled cargo destinations across the world for the
month of July 2020.
From transporting urgently needed medical supplies and
food to materials required for manufacturing and other
industries from origin to destination, Emirates SkyCargo
helps reconnect cities to international trade lanes as
manufacturing and other economic activities recommence.
9
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Saudia Cargo expands
scheduled ﬂights, adds
Shanghai to network
the COVID-19 pandemic, in addition to other
millions of other life-saving cargoes needed at
the height of the Coronavirus pandemic.
Saudia Cargo CEO Omar Hariri said the
company took proactive and practical steps to
ensure the continuity of cargo operation to the
Kingdom through non-stop charter ﬂights
despite the challenges COVID-19 posed.
JEDDAH/SHANGHAI: Saudia Cargo has
expanded its robust cargo network with the
addition of Shanghai to its ﬂight schedules
that began on August 15, using a Boeing 777
freighter, which has a 95-ton capacity.
Saudia Cargo now operates two ﬂights a week
to Shanghai—Saturdays and
Tuesdays—originating from Riyadh's King
Khalid International Airport and Jeddah's King
Abdulaziz International Airport.
The Saudi national air freight carrier's network
expansion was in response to the growing
demand for air cargo capacity, according to
reports issued since last March.
Using charter ﬂights booked by Saudia Cargo
clients, the company has so far transported
over two million kilograms of medical and
pharmaceutical supplies required for facing

The company, he added, operated 29 unscheduled allcargo ﬂights from Shanghai International Airport to the
Kingdom to meet the growing demand for cargo.

Carried
75,000
tons or
more
than 68
million
kilos of
lifesaving
cargo to
KSA
between
March
to June
2020

Dubai Trade reinforces
digitalization with UAE's
ﬁrst E-Delivery Order
DUBAI: Dubai Trade, DP World's single window platform
for cross border trade, has introduced the “Electronic
Delivery Order”—a sophisticated new paperless
technological tool that will allow supply chain
stakeholders to handle their complex import processes
with just the click of a computer mouse.
Launched in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic that
requires social distancing and Work From Home, Dubai
Trade said the system enables shipping agents, freight
forwarders and Beneﬁcial Cargo Owners (BCOs) to move
beyond their tedious over-the-counter operations that
require physical visits and upgrade to a highly digitised
process that delivers a cost-eﬀective, eﬃcient and timesaving mechanism on the Dubai Trade portal, all from the
safety of their homes.

“Saudia Cargo's high-level ﬂexible schedules enabled it to
respond swiftly to the increasing demand for cargo during the
suspension of ﬂights. We enhanced the charter ﬂight services
while our teams conducted an in-depth analysis of markets
and order rates, which helped in the decision-making process
for the network,” said Hariri who also expressed gratitude to
the dedicated Saudia Cargo teams who performed their jobs
despite the virus threat.
In July, Saudia Cargo operated over 1,500 ﬂights, of which 500
were done using passenger aircraft dedicated for
international cargo operations. This, as part of the company's
eﬀorts to ﬁght the COVID-19 pandemic.
Saudia Cargo transported 75,000 tons of life-saving cargo
including medicines and medical equipment to the Kingdom
from March to June 2020, in support of the Kingdom's health
eﬀorts towards ﬁghting COVID-19.

increases competitiveness and creates greater visibility of the cargo ﬂow.
The process is further eased with Dubai Customs accepting digital Bills of
Lading and Delivery Orders from agents.
“Adapting to new technological innovations in the trade and logistics
industry has become all the more imperative in these days of global
uncertainties created by the COVID-19 pandemic. Dubai Trade's 'EDelivery Order' marks a major step forward in digitising the management
of logistics to increase the resilience of the trade and logistics sector,
which are classiﬁed as essential services by the UAE,” said Mohammed Al
Muallem, CEO and Managing Director, DP World, UAE Region.
Hussain Alblooshi, Chief Operating Oﬃcer of Dubai Trade, said they
always aim to provide innovative trade solutions in the UAE.
“Our customers will be happy to know that the new system eliminates 80
per cent of paperwork and physical visits and cuts turnaround time by a
similar count. Additionally, customers will experience seamless
automated payment collections and reconciliation, lower overhead costs
and costs related to operating counters,” he said.

The multi-faceted “E-Delivery Order” eliminates
paperwork and liberates the UAE's trading community
from the ineﬃciencies of manual intervention and related
costs. It minimises cargo clearance turnaround time,
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Silk Way West
Airlines signs
anew 5-year
ULD contract
with ACL
Airshop
BAKU: Azerbaijan's Silk Way West
Airlines signed another ﬁve-year Unit
Load Device contract with ACL Airshop,
a global leader for outsourced ULD
management and customized logistics
solutions.
Silk Way West Airlines and ACL Airshop
said they are working together to
measurably enhance the logistics
eﬃciencies of the carrier's ULD ﬂeet,
including the introduction of Bluetooth
innovations for real-time tracking of
ULDs.
That, combined with ACL's global
Operations Center in Amsterdam and
network-wide “ULD Control” programs
and the innovative “FindMyULD”
mobile App all operate together for
better utilization rates and cost

eﬃciencies for Silk Way.
ACL Airshop has been a service partner
with other airline units of Silk Way
Holding for well over 10 years. Silk Way
West Airlines operates a ﬂeet of fullyowned 12 Boeing 747 full freighters and
three additional B747 freighter planes.

"We pursue a lean and
agile business strategy.
Continuous improvement
in ULD logistics is one of
our strategic priorities. It
contributes directly to the
bottom line while
facilitating top-line
growth,” said Emile
Khasanshin, Vice President
Global Cargo Operations
for Silk Way West Airlines.
"ACL Airshop has saved us well-into
seven ﬁgures in new ﬂeet-wide
eﬃciencies. We seek supplier partners
who can meet our rigorous cost
expectations and ﬂexibility

Trusted name
for all need...!

Inte r n a o n a l F Z E

Maurice van Terheijden, Managing
Director EMEA for ACL Airshop, said the
company cherishes its business relations
with Silk Way, saying: “We are honored
and privileged to continue our eﬃcient,
cost-eﬀective, ﬂexible solutions for ﬁve
years with Silk Way.”
Steve Townes, Chairman of ACL Airshop
and CEO of its parent company, noted,
“We remain committed to helping Silk
Way West Airlines grow their global
cargo network. And we salute their
admirable step-up in worldwide activity
to counter the challenges of the
coronavirus pandemic. Large air
freighters have stepped in to oﬀset the
grounded belly-load capacities of many
passenger ﬂeets.”

TOOLS,
MACHINES
& SAFETY

HOTEL
HOSPITALITY

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

HYGIENE &
CLEANING

requirements, demonstrate smart usage
of the latest technologies, as well as
customer-oriented business processes.
With their substantial worldwide
expansion in the past few years, and their
evolving innovations in technology and
service model, ACL Airshop has become a
'strategic partner' for us. Working
together has yielded measurable gains
for us both, and for our end-customers,”
added Khasanshin.

OFFICE
PANTRY

OFFICE
EQUIPMENTS

P.O. Box: 51853, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates. E-mail: sales@tradinn.ae
12 50 455 1942 | +971 6 557 9569 / +971 6 557 9579
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TIACA and
Pharma.Aero team
retro-branded aircraft
up in developing
transport policy for
COVID-19 vaccine

As pharmaceutical companies race to develop the COVID-19 vaccine, it is
still unclear what impact this vaccine will have on the global supply chain,
speciﬁcally, logistics requirements and the air cargo industry. To address
these concerns, the joint working group will bring to the table all the key
industry stakeholders, including pharmaceutical manufacturers and
logistics businesses.

MIAMI/BRUSSELS:
The International Air
Cargo Association
( T I A C A ) a n d
Pharma.Aero, the
nonproﬁt group
r e p r e s e n t i n g
stakeholders dealing
with transporting
pharmaceuticals, have
t e a m e d u p i n
developing a global
guidance for the air
cargo industry in
transporting the
COVID-19 vaccine.
In a joint statement,
TIACA and PharmaAero said the guidance
will be developed
gradually in four work
packages through a
joint working group to
ensure feedback from
all stakeholders in the
supply chain of air
c a r g o
a n d
pharmaceuticals.

The working
group will consist
of members of
both
organizations
and will also
reach out to
various
international
organizations.
The results will
be shared with
the industry
through white
papers and
webinars in later
stages of the
program which
aims to complete
by end of 2020.

TIACA said the joint program aims to provide the air cargo industry with
more clarity of the demands, expectations and quality supply chain
requirements, including but not restricted to critical trade lanes, air cargo
capacity, handling and storage, track and trace requirements, for the
transportation of the vaccines. This will ensure that once the vaccine is
available in the market, the air cargo industry will be ready to respond to
the needs of the shippers and transport vaccines in optimal conditions to
all corners of the globe.
“COVID-19 vaccine delivery will be one of the biggest logistical challenges

in modern history. No one company can own the end-to-end vaccine
supply chain,” said Neel Jones Shah, TIACA board member and Global
Head of Airfreight at Flexport.
“I'm proud to be a member of the TIACA and Pharma.Aero working group,
which is doing the critical work of connecting all vaccine supply chain
stakeholders to foster eﬀective communication and collaboration. We
need to start working together now to ensure the industry is prepared
when the time comes.”
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Air cargo continues 'gradual
but consistent recovery'
LONDON: Global air cargo volumes
continued to show a 'gradual but
consistent' month-on-month recovery in
July and CLIVE Data Services believe the
industry is resilient even if additional
capacity returns with more airlines
resuming ﬂights.

market with the return of more passenger services, cargo volumes are showing
some reassuring resilience,” explained CLIVE Data Services Managing Director
Niall van de Wouw.
CLIVE's regional year-on-year 'dynamic load factor' analyses, for example,
for week 31 (Jul 27-Aug 2) shows:
Ÿ

+21% points increase on the North America to Europe lane versus July 2019

Ÿ

+19% points on the Europe-North America lane

Ÿ

+10% points on the Asia-Europe & Middle East lane

CLIVE's 'dynamic load factor' of 70% in July
- based on both the volume and weight
perspectives of cargo ﬂown and capacity
available -represented a minimal decline
of 0.6% versus June 2020 but was still 8%
higher year-on-year.

·Closing of the gap on the Europe& Middle East-Asia lane, -5% points year-onyear but continually getting closer to the market level of 2019 after a seismic fall
earlier in the year.

“Our market analyses for July, especially
compared to what we were reporting a few
months ago, shows the gradual but
consistent climb up the slope to recovery
for the air cargo market is continuing. This
is obviously no 'V' shape recovery, but
even as additional capacity comes into the

“Beneath this Global average are, however, regional diﬀerences. The load factors
to and from Asia shows a diﬀerent pattern than the ones across the Atlantic but
this decline in load factor is mainly caused by increasing capacity. For example,
Eastbound Atlantic capacity in the week of July 27-August 2 was 10% higher than
in the last week of June, while the cargo volumes rose by 'just' 4% over that same
timeframe,” explained de Wouw whose company consolidates data shared by a
representative group of international airlines operating to all corners of the globe.

FORT WORTH, TEXAS: American Airlines
will have 1,000 cargo-only scheduled ﬂights
this September to 32 cities, the airline
announced.
In March, the airline relaunched its cargoonly ﬂights in March with just 20 strategic
ﬂights to two key destinations. But the
project proved eﬀective, prompting it to
widen its scope and network.

1,000 cargo-only
scheduled ﬂights for
American Airlines
this September

The airline said since being reintroduced,
American's cargo-only ﬂights — which
hadn't been operated in more than 35 years
— have moved more than 45 million pounds
of cargo around the world. But getting the
ﬁrst ﬂight oﬀ the ground was nothing short of
a symphony, played by team members from
across the company.
American has changed greatly since its last
Boeing 747 freighter landed in 1984, so team
members from the airline's Cargo, Network
Planning and Operations teams joined forces
to write a new strategy. The plan would allow
American Airlines Cargo to better serve its
shippers despite a decreased passenger
ﬂight schedule caused by the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic.
After walking through dozens of what-if
scenarios, team members discovered it

would be possible to successfully ﬂy
regularly-scheduled long haul service
with nothing but cargo in the aircraft's
belly. The ﬁrst ﬂight, however, would
have to be planned with no stone
unturned.
The ﬁnal push to plan American's
resumption of cargo-only service came
as the COVID-19 outbreak progressed
14
14
14

and the vast majority of passenger air
travel to Asia and Europe was
suspended. On March 17, the team that
had originally explored the possibility of
cargo-only ﬂying was called to put their
plan in motion. After exploring their
options, the group began planning a
cargo-only ﬂight from Dallas-Fort Worth
(DFW) to Frankfurt (FRA) scheduled to
take oﬀ on Friday, March 20.

G LO B A L N E W S

APOC Aviation acquires
young A319 for teardown
from Aircastle
ROTTERDAM: APOC Aviation says it has
acquired a young A319 for teardown from
lessor Aircastle for serviceable parts.
The company said the move complements its
recent purchases of other A320 family
airframes for teardown which is aligned with
commercial operators' ﬂeet requirements as
global air traﬃc gradually resumes.
The aircraft, which was acquired through
private funding, is heading immediately for
part-out at Marana in Arizona – the location
for two earlier APOC teardowns (MSN 1758
and 1790) that are now complete.
It is anticipated that the ﬁrst serviceable
parts, including landing gear but not
engines, will be shipped back to APOC's
Rotterdam facility in Q4.
“As operators reﬂect on their capacity and
right-size their ﬂeets in the COVID-19
environment we anticipate that more deals
will be on the table this Autumn. Our policy is
to pursue younger equipment that will be
more desirable for the in-service ﬂeet, MRO

and AOG requirements. We see this as the future and anticipate that the value of older
narrow body parts will decline signiﬁcantly,” said Jasper van den Boogaard, VP Airframe
Acquisition & Trading at APOC Aviation.
APOC Aviation were quick to seize this opportunity and already have closed several
Airbus airframe deals this year.
“We want a balanced stock to support our customers. I'm expecting our next aircraft will
be a B737NG,” said Van den Boogaard noting that APOC Aviation is one of lucky few
bidders with enough assets to swiftly acquire high-value aircraft in the post-COVID era.

Prime Aviation

A reliable air cargo service provider.
Air Freight
Prime Aviation specializes in providing customized
cargo solutions to different types of clients from
international freight forwarders, to shippers, logistic
providers, governments and humanitarian relief
organizations.

Air Cargo Charter
We have vast experience in smooth handling of outsized cargo and self-handling at short airstrips with
transportation of livestock, medical supplies,
temperature controlled cargo and perishables.

Cargo Consolidation
Prime Aviation provides a wide range of specialized
services in connection with airfreight products. The
company’s value-added services are carefully
designed to meet customer’s diverse requests.
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Pick-up & delivery Options
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Cargo acceptance, handling & warehousing

On-line booking

Contact: +971 4 3231491, +971 50 5219843
E-mail: sales@primeaviation.ae
Website: www. primeaviation.ae
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Frankfurt Airport
handled 120,000
tons of vaccines,
other pharma
products in 2019
FRANKFURT: Frankfurt Airport
(FRA) handled approximately
120,000 tons of vaccines,
medications and other
pharmaceutical products in 2019,
the highest in Europe, indicating its
preparedness to handle massive
supplies of Corona vaccine should
be it made available soon.
Airport operator Fraport and
Lufthansa Cargo, together with
their partners in the air cargo
community, assured their
capabilities to undertake such
mission in the foreseeable future.
Frankfurt Airport has 12,000 square
meters of temperature-controlled
handling capacity with direct apron
access. A good two thirds of this is
located in the highly modern
Lufthansa Cargo Pharma Hub.
An additional 2,000 square meters
of space on the further airport
grounds are about to be taken into
operation.
Fraport said these areas meet
international and European
standards such as the requirements
of the CEIV Pharma certiﬁcate and
the EU GDP standards. This means
that more than 75 percent of the
transport routes at the airport are
certiﬁed.
In addition, Fraport says it currently

Cargolux transports
medical relief to
Lebanon for free

uses 20 ultra-modern thermal transporters to ensure the
necessary temperature of the goods on their way across the
apron as well.
“Frankfurt Airport oﬀers the ideal infrastructural conditions for
the handling of pharmaceutical goods. We are closely monitoring
the current research for a corona vaccine. When the time comes,
we will provide the best possible support together with our
partners in the distribution of vaccines and medicines,” said Max
Philipp Conrady, Head of Central Cargo Infrastructure at Fraport.
“Already during the handling of urgently needed protective
equipment and partly vital pharmaceutical goods at the
beginning of the year, we showed that we, as a cargo community,
make an essential contribution to supplying the population,” he
added.
Lufthansa Cargo noted it is well prepared to ﬂy a possible corona
vaccine around the world. With far reaching destinations and 31
pharmaceutical stations worldwide, all of which are to be CEIV
Pharma-certiﬁed by the end of 2021, the cargo airline has an
excellent network. This means that temperature-sensitive goods,
such as vaccines or medicines, can be brought to their destination
as quickly as possible.
“The last few months have clearly shown us how important wellfunctioning supply chains are, especially in times of crisis. When it
comes to transporting a vaccine against the corona virus,
Lufthansa Cargo will also do everything it can to enable fast
distribution by air,” said Jörg Bodenröder, Director of Handling
Specials at Lufthansa Cargo.
As one of the ﬁrst airfreight carriers to focus, among other things,
on the transport of temperature-sensitive goods, draws on many
years of its experience in the transport of pharmaceuticals.
LUXEMBOURG:
Cargolux, collaborating
with FedEx, recently
shipped for free some 62
tons of emergency
supplies to Lebanon's
capital, Beirut, which
continues to reel from
the devastating impact
of the 2,700-ammonium
nitrate explosion at the
city's port.

“The last few
months have
clearly shown
us how
important
wellfunctioning
supply chains
are, especially
in times of
crisis. When it
comes to
transporting a
vaccine
against the
corona virus,
Lufthansa
Cargo will also
do everything
it can to
enable fast
distribution by
air,” said Jörg
Bodenröder,
Director of
Handling
Specials at
Lufthansa
Cargo.

health workers in the city. The shipment was ﬂown from
Memphis to Luxembourg on August 23 and boarded a
Cargolux freighter bound for the Middle East on August 24.
Richard Forson, President & CEO of Cargoloux, noted: “It was
important for Cargolux to support this relief shipment and
assist the people of Beirut in the aftermath of this terrible
explosion. As a recognized leader in the transport of medical
and pharmaceutical goods, we are proud to leverage this
expertise to help those aﬀected by this tragedy.”

Cargolux, Europe's leading all-cargo airline, said it is committed
to playing its part in providing solutions for swift and seamless
Cargolux said the Free of medical and relief transport. In addition to oﬀering customers a
Charge (FOC) medical dedicated product, CV pharma; Cargolux was also the ﬁrst
relief are intended for airline to achieve GDP certiﬁcation in 2014.
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Cargologic renews partnership
with CHAMP for another 10 years
ZURICH: Cargologic, the leading ground
handling service provider in Switzerland,
has extended its long-term partnership
with CHAMP with a new 10-year
agreement, which follows a successful
contract for over 13 years.
Under the new agreement, Cargologic will
adopt CHAMP's Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS) model, transitioning its current
system to a fully managed service, hosted
from CHAMP's state-of-the-art data
centers.
Cargologic's SaaS migration will enable
them to take advantage of additional
Cargospot system features, together with
CHAMP's smart technology solutions, such
as the Cargospot Mobile App,

ergonomically designed to transform and enhance the physical cargo handling
processes.
“I was part of the ﬁrst Cargospot implementation team and now look forward to this
next step,” said Jürg Zimmermann, Executive Vice President Operations at
Cargologic. “Cargospot has been the cornerstone of our operations for over a decade
and has helped us to streamline our business processes. We are pleased to extend our
partnership and are eager to harness the added potential of CHAMP's SaaS
platform.”
Nicholas Xenocostas, Vice President Commercial and Customer Engagement at
CHAMP Cargosystems, added: “We are delighted that we will be supporting this
great ground handler for at least another decade, delivering the eﬃciency gains of a
SaaS oﬀering, whilst further transforming Cargologic's operations through the
introduction of advanced new technologies and solutions.”
To better enable its customer community to meet and adapt to changing business
demands, CHAMP said its Cargospot solution continues to evolve through the
introduction of new interoperable technologies, such as APIs, portals and IoT based
applications.

Air bp renews
contract with
France's Cannes
Mandelieu Airport
LONDON: Air bp, the international
aviation fuel products and services
supplier, announced it has renewed its
contract with Cannes Mandelieu Airport
(CQE/LFMD) in France, continuing to be
its sole supplier of Jet A-1 and Avgas.
Cannes Mandelieu is France's second
most important general aviation hub and
one of Air bp's 47 locations in the country
among its 390 strong European networks “We are pleased to be continuing our
of supplied sites.
hugely successful relationship at one of
Air bp said it will work with Cannes Europe's premier airports. This contract
Mandelieu Airport and the Aéroports renewal reinforces our belief in regional
Côtes de Azur (ACA) team to continue to airports and their importance for local
provide safe and eﬃcient operations. i n f r a s t r u c t u r e a n d e c o n o m i c
development. We look forward to
Plans include upgrading facilities with the
working together with the team at
relocation of fuel storage tanks, pending
Cannes Mandelieu as we welcome
requisite approvals, to enable increased
general aviation customers and card
parking capacity and an improved
holders this year,” said Jean Mousa, Air
customer experience.
bp general aviation sales director
The contract renewal, following six years continental Europe.
of successful collaboration, underlines Air
Thierry Pollet, general manager Cannes
bp's track record in providing and
Mandelieu Airport, Aéroports Cotes de
maintaining the highest level of service,
Azur, added: “ACA is delighted to renew
its continued commitment to growth and
its contract with Air bp. Among the
supply reliability.
important factors in our selection, we
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considered the emphasis on service
quality, the high level of technical
expertise, support for global marketing
activity and Air bp's environmental focus.
These factors will help to strengthen ACA's
position as a major player in the business
aviation sector.”
Air bp is also present at ACA's other
locations; Nice Airport (NCE/LFMN) and
Saint Tropez Airport (LTT/LFTZ), the latter
of which is bulk supplied.
In 2018, all three ACA airports achieved
Level 3+ carbon neutrality on the Airport
Carbon Accreditation scheme. This
complements Air bp's carbon neutral
status at 250 Air bp operated sites
globally.
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GTA dnata set to launch
Vancouver operations
VANCOUVER: GTA dnata, dnata's joint-venture
company in Canada, has been awarded a 5-year
ground handling license and will establish
operations at Vancouver International Airport (YVR),
commencing in the fourth quarter of 2020.
The company will provide quality and safe ramp,
passenger and cargo warehousing services to
airlines at YVR with a team of highly trained,
customer-oriented aviation professionals.
A trusted partner of 17 airlines in Toronto, GTA
dnata's expansion into Vancouver cements its
position as a leading air services provider in Canada.
In 2019, the company assisted 1.2 million passengers
and moved over 90,000 tons of cargo at Toronto
Pearson International Airport (YYZ).
“We are thrilled to expand our network and launch
operations in Vancouver," said Mario D'Urso, GTA
dnata's chairman. "The time is right for us to make
this move as our commitment to safety, quality and
service excellence is now more important than ever.
We thank the Vancouver Airport Authority for this
opportunity and look forward to a successful startup and much future success.”

dnata entered the Canadian aviation market by establishing GTA dnata
through the acquisition of a 50% stake in GTA Aviation's cargo and
ground handling operations at Toronto Pearson International Airport in
2016. Since then, the company has consistently invested in its team,
infrastructure and equipment and delivers reliable air services with a
team of 700 dedicated employees.
This January dnata further expanded its footprint in Canada,
commencing ﬂight catering operations in Vancouver. The company's
new, state-of-the art facility at Vancouver International Airport
represents a multi-million-dollar investment and has a capacity of up to
8,000 inﬂight meals a day.
A global air services provider, dnata provides ground handling, cargo and
catering services to over 300 airlines at 126 airports in 19 countries. In the
ﬁnancial year 2019-20 dnata's dedicated teams handled 681,000 aircraft,
moved 2.9 million tons of cargo and uplifted more than 93 million meals.

Lux Research: $300B global transport &
logistics industry badly needs digitalization
BOSTON: The
global
transportation
and logistics
(T&L) industry
now valued at
more than $300
billion badly
needs
digitalization to
remain agile,
sustainable and
competitive,
according to a
leading tech
research ﬁrm in
the US.

Lux Research said the industry has three major
challenges – agility, sustainability, and visibility –
and companies see digital transformation as the
answer to these.
In its latest report titled “The Digital
Transformation of Transportation and Logistics,”
Lux Research highlights the most compelling
use cases for digital transformation within
transportation and logistics and shows where
maturation is still needed.
“Trade globalization, digital consumers, and low
oil prices have all driven growth in the T&L
industry while imposing new challenges,”
explains Harshit Sharma, Lux Research Analyst
and lead author of the report.
“For example, there is growing consumer
demand for agility through the rapid delivery of
products: Air cargo is the best means to achieve
this but decreases sustainability signiﬁcantly
due to air freight’s high carbon intensity, not to
mention that rapid delivery can also mean often
engaging with new vendors, creating visibility
challenges. We need to innovate to ﬁnd better
all-around solutions to address these challenges
without exacerbating others.”
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Global trade has also created supply chain
visibility issues for companies due to complex
supplier networks, leading to greater risk,
shipping delays, and even lack of supplier
accountability, the report added.
Lux recommends that logistics companies look
at digital as a connected system, as opposed to
disconnected pieces, and build foundational use
cases, such as asset monitoring, ﬁrst before
delving further into advanced applications like
autonomy and AI. These systems should ﬁrst
focus on the area of greatest importance to your
organization, whether it be agility, sustainability,
or visibility, but as stand-alone elements, use
cases will not produce their best value
proposition.
As digital transformation scales in the industry,
Lux forecasts traditional logistics companies will
look toward new business models and go
assetless. And as e-commerce continues to
rapidly grow, and competition in this space
escalates, major players may look to consolidate
and invest in the logistics vertical to build a
competitive advantage and drive competition
out of regional markets.
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Dubai retains rank as region's ﬁrst and among world's
best in maritime shipping and logistics industry
DUBAI: The International Shipping Center Development (ISCD)
Index has ranked Dubai as the region's ﬁrst and among the world's
top ﬁve destinations for the maritime industry for the third
consecutive year, ranking ahead of Rotterdam, Hamburg, Athens,
New York, New Jersey and Tokyo.
The emirate's continuing status as a global hub for maritime
shipping and logistics was revealed in a report that was recently
issued by Baltic Exchange, and Xinhua, a London-based
international news agency aﬃliated with the China Economic
Information Service, CEIS, the Emirates news agency WAM reported.
The Index said the ranking revalidates Dubai's competitiveness,
attractiveness and inclusiveness of Dubai's local maritime
environment, which can be compared to the best in the world.
This was further attributed to Dubai's wise leadership that
constantly enhance the legislative, regulatory frameworks and
infrastructure, marine services, and logistical capabilities, which also
contributes to reinforcing the global community's conﬁdence in
Dubai's maritime sector.

become the ﬁrst in the Arab world to accomplish this
achievement,” said Sultan Ahmed bin Sulayem, Chairman of Dubai
Ports, Customs and Free Zone and Chairman, Dubai Maritime City
Authority.

The index is based on objective criteria, which include the quality
and eﬃciency of infrastructure, port productivity, the scope of
maritime support services, and the competitiveness of the business
and investment environment, among others.

“This recognition motivates us to continue our eﬀorts to support
Dubai's position as a global business hub where East meets West,
in line with the preparations for the next ﬁfty years that chart a new
stage of economic and development renaissance," he concluded.

“Outperforming other leading global maritime capitals such as
Rotterdam, Tokyo and Hamburg, Dubai's maritime industry has also

Agility sails through the pandemic with uneven growth
DUBAI: Leading global logistics
provider, Agility, says it posted growth
on contract logistics, project logistics
and air freight business, but it's overall
earnings for the ﬁrst half of 2020 still fell
sharply compared to the same period in
2019 due to the devastating impact of
the Coronavirus pandemic.
Agility reported ﬁrst-half earnings of
8.47 ﬁls per share on net proﬁt of KD 16.2
million, a decrease of 61.3% over the
same period in 2019. EBITDA declined by
20.1% to KD 75.8 million, and revenue
declined 1.3% to KD 765.1 million.
Tarek Sultan, Agility Vice Chairman and
CEO, said: “Our contract logistics
business and logistics parks have
weathered this reasonably well because
demand for storage space has been
steady or increased, especially as
customers have looked to add to safety
stock or support pandemic-driven
increases in e-commerce sales.”
“In many instances, we are experiencing
accelerated adoption of disruptive and
emerging technologies related to the
COVID-19 pandemic or underlying CSR

Agility
reported
ﬁrst-half
earnings of
8.47 ﬁls per
share on net
proﬁt of KD
16.2 million,
a decrease of
61.3% over
the same
period in
2019.
EBITDA
declined by
20.1% to KD
75.8 million,
and revenue
declined
1.3% to KD
765.1m.

paradigms. Other Agility businesses, such as aviation and airport
operations have been directly impacted by the decline in air travel
and traﬃc and are now pivoting towards the development of
pioneering new technologies that will be essential to the reenablement of global travel,” he added.
Agility's Global Integrated Logistics' (GIL) ﬁrst-half EBITDA was KD
28.8 million, a 1.3% increase from the same period in 2019. This was
driven by strong Contract Logistics, Project Logistics, and Air Freight
results, as well as a sharp focus on containing costs.
GIL's H1 net revenue was KD 135.8 million, in line with last year's
performance. Net revenue increased in Contract Logistics, Project
Logistics, and Air Freight, but fell in Ocean Freight and Fairs &
Events. GIL gross revenue was KD 570.6 million, a 2.5% increase
from same period in 2019.
Volumes were down in both Air Freight and Ocean Freight in the
ﬁrst half of this year, by 23.6% in Air Freight (tonnage) and 14.8% in
Ocean Freight (TEUs), due to COVID-19 impact on demand due to
lockdowns, production stoppages, and economic contraction
across industries and geographies.
Contract Logistics achieved healthy growth (7% net revenue
growth), mainly in the MEA Region (Kuwait, Saudi Arabia) as the
result of the addition of new facilities and increased operating
eﬃciencies. Project Logistics showed strong performance across all
regions with 25% net revenue increase, driven by new capital
projects and positive volume development from existing
customers. Fairs & Events net revenue fell 46% with the cancellation
and postponement of key events.
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IHC delivers third
shipment of
medical aid to
Lebanon
DUBAI: The International
Humanitarian City (IHC) vows to
continue supporting relief eﬀorts to
Lebanon which was devastated on
August 4 when some 2,700 tons of
ammonium nitrate exploded at Beirut's
port causing death to at least 180
civilians and injuries to more than
6,000 others.
The Dubai-based IHC airlifted in late
August the third consignment of
humanitarian supplies to the country. It
chartered wwo Emirates SkyCargo
aircraft to carry 30 metric tons of aid,
including approximately 12 tons of
medical supplies from the World
Health Organization and 18 Mt of
hygiene kits from the International
Federation of Red Cross (IFRC).
“We will continue to support the relief
eﬀorts of our humanitarian community
in order to ensure proper assistance to

CEVA Logistics and
Emmelibri embark on
new ground-breaking
book distribution project

the Lebanese population aﬀected by the
recent blast and COVID-19 exposure. These
ﬂights also represent a combination of the
eﬀorts of IHC and Emirates SkyCargo,
which is facilitating this transport, and
reﬂect Dubai's keenness to support relief
eﬀorts for our brothers and sisters in need,”
IHC CEO Giuseppe Saba was quoted as
saying on Emirates news agency WAM.
Robert Blanchard from WHO's logistics hub
in Dubai said: “The 11.5 tons of medical
supplies, which went in the ﬁrst ﬂight,
include trauma and surgical supply kits
donated by the Russian Government as

well as 576,000 surgical masks and hand
sanitisers to protect healthcare workers
from COVID-19.
“WHO is committed to supporting the
people of Beirut and the international
community in responding to and
recovering from the devastating impact of
the blast,” he added.
In the second ﬂight, IFRC dispatched nearly
65 cubic metres of hygiene parcels
weighing 18 tons from its Global Logistics
Hub in Dubai, with the support of the
International Humanitarian City and the
Dubai Government.

Maersk taps Sri Lanka
to enhance connectivity
between Europe,
Middle East & Indian
Subcontinent network”
COPENHAGEN: A.P. Moller – Maersk
said it is tapping its hub in Colombo, Sri
Lanka to enhance connectivity in
Europe, the Middle East and the Indian
Subcontinent, thereby, providing
customers additional ﬂexibility and
agility to move cargo between diﬀerent
markets.
The company said the updated network
will connect more cargo via the Maersk
hub in Colombo (Sri Lanka), allowing
customers to do consolidation from
diﬀerent origins and better connect
their cargo from both Asia and West
Central Asia. Furthermore, by linking
Middle East stronger to Maersk key
hubs in Europe, the changes provide
customers additional ﬂexibility and
agility to move cargo between diﬀerent
markets.
“To meet changing customer needs, we

have reviewed our service network and identiﬁed opportunities to create new solutions for
how we connect Europe and the Middle East & Indian Subcontinent region. Through
increased ﬂexibility and connectivity these changes will oﬀer new, interesting ways for our
customers to connect their supply chains both from an import and export perspective,” said
Johan Sigsgaard, Head of Europe and Middle East Trades at A.P. Moller - Maersk.
The North Europe and West Mediterranean regions will be served via Maersk's AE1 and AE7
services which oﬀer a direct connection with Salalah (Oman) and Colombo. As a result of the
changes the ME1 service will be suspended without impacting the capacity in the network,
Maersk said. This will also reduce the need for ad-hoc blankings in times of volatile demand,
which will provide greater supply chain predictability on these routes going forward.
The company said the changes will also provide new access for West India and Pakistan to
Maersk's cross-consolidation service in Colombo and new direct connection between the
Western Mediterranean and North West India via the Me2 service.
Additionally, it will provide access to new inland destinations in Northern India and the
opportunity to utilize the Maersk Flex Hub storage solution in Salalah, Port Said (Egypt),
Tangiers (Morocco) and Algeciras (Spain).
20
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On top of speed and
operational excellence,
one of the strengths of
our industr y is our
professionalism and the
great people who are
part of the air cargo
family. I am glad this
crisis has revealed the
air cargo heroes and
hope this will not be
forgotten.

Steven Polmans
Chairman, TIACA
Director Cargo & Logistics, Brussels Airport Company
Chairman, Air Cargo Belgium

What's next for the
air cargo industry after
bridging the gap during
the pandemic?
By Gemma Q. Casas
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Q&A
with TIACA Chairman
Steven Polmans

No one could have predicted that an unknown, invisible virus
would shut the world for months, bury people and businesses in
debt as well as cripple robust industries and economies in
unimaginable proportions.

The Coronavirus pandemic is a
tragic part of modern history that
will be looked back upon with great
sadness. It killed more than 900,000
people and infected nearly 28
million worldwide, thus far; millions
have lost their jobs and billions
across the planet still live in
uncertain times.
The story doesn't deﬁnitely end there. The pandemic remains a
threat to all of us and certain industries like air cargo must double
its eﬀorts to step up to the plate and keep things going.
Steven Polmans, Chairman of The International Air Cargo
Association (TIACA), the only global trade organization for the
industry, shares his insights with Air Cargo Update, the
industry's growing importance to sustain lives, businesses and
economies during these diﬃcult times.
One of the industry's most crucial missions is to deliver billions of
COVID vaccines once it gets the green light for distribution.
Worldwide, at least 578 drugs and vaccines are reportedly in
development targeting the virus. 34 of these are now in ﬁnal
clinical evaluation with the global biopharmaceutical industry
innovating and fast-tracking everything.
Approximately 12-15 billion doses of the vaccines are needed,
but there's no assurance that much could be produced
immediately given the manufacturers' limited facilities and
resources. Some vaccines may require just one dose, others up to
three doses, requiring more production and shipments,
according to experts.
The air cargo industry, which has shown its agility, ﬂexibility,
reliability and innovation during the pandemic, is crucial in
hauling the vaccines around the world. Is it ready? The honest
answer is not yet but it's up to the challenge.

Read the rest of our interview with Polmans, who is also the
Brussels Airport Director for Cargo & Logistics and Chairman of
Air Cargo Belgium.

It's been widely circulated in the industry that
you've decided to leave Brussels Airport as
Director Cargo and Logistics. What prompted this
decision and what's next for a man of your caliber
who is known for growing Brussels' cargo
business and pushing for the industry's agenda in
general.
The past 10 years were remarkable, and with my team, we have
been able to really turn the cargo business in Brussels into a
success story. Increasing revenue and proﬁtability, complete
overhaul of the infrastructure, setting up a cargo community,
digitization initiatives to make Brussels the smartest airport. So, I
can only say I look back at this period with great pride and
positive feelings.
But after 10 years, I also felt I needed something new, something
challenging, pushing me a bit out of my comfort zone again. So,
we were able to end my contract in good terms and I am really
looking forward to what comes next. It is the ﬁrst time in my life I
am not having a job, so it is also new to me. Hopefully, however it
will be in this industry as I really like it and I feel there is still so
much that can be done and where I believe I could contribute.

You've been the Chairman of TIACA very recently
but its membership has remarkably grown with
strategic alliances with some industry groups.
How did you do this? What can you say about this
feat?
As the unique not-for-proﬁt industry association representing
and uniting the global air cargo community, we believe it is
important to ensure our membership is diverse in terms of
stakeholder type, company size, geographic location. Since last
September, we did several things to increase the membership of
TIACA:
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Ÿ

We signed a partnership with Neutral Air Partner (NAP), a
premier global network of 250 leading air cargo architects
and aviation specialists from 150 countries, making all NAP
members also TIACA members.

Ÿ

We introduced a separate category for small, medium and
start-up companies allowing them to become a full TIACA
member at reduced rate, as we believe it is the mission of
TIACA to represent and unite the global air cargo industry,
regardless of the size of the company and welcoming new
entrants.

Ÿ

We launched the Sustainability program last year and project
Sunrays this year, as a start to morph TIACA into a contentdriven association. This evolution is attractive to companies
who want to contribute to such initiatives.

Regrettably, as the industry is suﬀering and many companies are
struggling to survive, we are also losing some members due to
the COVID-19 crisis.

What are the greatest challenges impacting the
g l o ba l a i r c a rg o i n d u s t r y 's g row t h a n d
T h e Co ro n a v i r u s pa n d e m i c h a s e x p o se d
transformation in the digital age?
vulnerabilities & strengths in certain industries.
Please relate those weaknesses and strengths in In the COVID-19 era, this is airfreight capacity, cash shortage and
budget cuts aﬀecting investments in infrastructure, both physical
the air cargo industry.
and digital. Before COVID-19, it was the slow pace of digital
Weaknesses of our industry were already known: fragmented,
complex procedures, slow digitalization, complexity in the
certiﬁcation and use of active monitoring devices, lack of clear
visibility of existing capabilities of airfreight players at each
location or by trade-lane.

transformation mainly due to mindset and lack of priority given
to cargo compared to passenger or to air compared to surface
modes of transport.
In the post-COVID-19 era, we are hopeful that the proﬁle of air
cargo will be raised and heads of cargo will be invited more and
heard better at Board discussions, that talented professionals will
be willing to join and stay in this industry and drive its digital and
sustainable transformation.

We “discovered” at the start of the
crisis our extreme reliance on
passenger tra c to provide
airfreight capacity. Capacity shortage
was not an issue before, except at
very peak times linked to Christmas
and Single Days, but it is anticipated
to be one of the major issues in the
next months and years, until belly
capacity is back.

TIACA's inﬂuence in the air transport industry is
getting stronger as its responsibilities to safety
transport vital goods across the world gets bigger.
How is TIACA taking its role in this diﬃcult and
challenging times?
While the world is discovering air cargo's vital role for a
sustainable world, it is important for industry associations like
TIACA to build on it and make the voice of our industry heard
more and better.
TIACA is more relevant than ever in this context and to prepare
the “next normal” as we are the only international trade
association representing and uniting the global air cargo
community.

On top of speed and operational excellence, one of the strengths
of our industry is our professionalism and the great people who
are part of the air cargo family. I am glad this crisis has revealed
the air cargo heroes and hope this will not be forgotten

TIACA's challenge is to pursue its advocacy mission to defend the
interests of our members and the industry, but also to set the
vision for the future, building on strong partnerships, and
developing products and services our members need now and
will need tomorrow. We have to be visionary and pragmatic at
the same time: this is our commitment to our members.

Another strength, despite opposite perception, is our great
innovative mindset: airlines, handlers, airports, civil aviation
authorities, manufacturers have all came up with solutions to the
problems. The new “preighter” operations, Cargo in the Cabin,
new equipment design to support them like Cargo Chute from
JBT are prime examples of exceptional reactivity and solutionoriented approach we have in our industry.

How do you help members adopt to the new
normal, particularly those with no access to
government assistance?
24
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We are not yet in the new normal, times are still very uncertain. For a
lot of smaller companies, this is having a bigger impact than for
global companies with more support functions. Especially for those
companies, joining a bigger alliance or association such as TIACA
can help. We do have government contacts and access to other
organization.

I am sure they are already doing it, but in case they are not, I would
recommend they start discussing with their forwarders and
pharmaceutical shippers now, do an inventory of their capabilities
(in terms of skills/trained personnel; cool chain facilities, ground
service equipment, ULDs, tracking devices, etc.), develop dedicated
operating procedures to handle, store, transport and deliver the
vaccines; set up dedicated teams; deﬁne what to do with the other
cargo requests and manage customers expectations to avoid
frustration, etc.

In recent months, several times, we were able to help individual
members struggling to get their issues on the agenda of
governments and authorities. When dealing with this crisis,
decisions were taken that impacted passenger traﬃc but indirectly
also cargo, often unknown or without realizing the impact. TIACA
can help to create awareness and push to have cargo higher on the
agenda.

Air transport in developed nations are reliable but
some remote areas as well as those facing civil and
political unrest don't have access to it. Is TIACA
considering talks with international bodies to help
There's been plenty of talks a COVID vaccine is in this area? Why or why not?
likely to be distributed for commercial use very Yes, as much as possible, we would like to cooperate with
soon. How prepared is the air cargo industry in international organizations like WHO, GAVI or UNICEF and share
with them the intelligence we will gather. Our ambition is do
undertaking this great task in your opinion?
ourselves what we are best in, and support others and join forces if
it makes sense.

The industry is not prepared yet, as we lack critical information of
the future vaccines speciﬁcations, production locations, volumes,
etc. But we are working on that.

Please share some lessons we all could learn from
this pandemic.
Last month, TIACA joined forces with Pharma.Aero to launch
project Sunrays. Our objective is to open dialogue with
pharmaceutical manufacturers to collect these insights, as well as to
gather intelligence on airfreight industry's overall capabilities, plans
and readiness to handle, store, transport and deliver the future
vaccines.

Still a bit early, as this pandemic is not over yet. We are not back to
the new normal and I am also sure that seen the impact on
(passenger) aviation on which we depend a lot, the future will look
diﬀerent.
But looking back, I think we must be very proud as an industry on
what we did. We have shown agility, ﬂexibility, determination,
action and solution focused thinking. But all the weaknesses of the
past are not gone: for me the biggest lesson is that this slow
adoption of digitization, the lack of cooperation are things we need
to tackle soonest.

What advice would you give air cargo carriers and
logistics companies running cold chain facilities to
eﬃciently handle this mission with billions of
vaccines out to be distributed globally?

Brussels Airport wins
the International Cargo
Airport of the Year award
at Air Cargo India 2018

Steven Polmans:
Man of the Hour
Steven Polmans spent most of his career in the
world of aviation and held management
positions, both operational and commercial, in
the handling industry.
On October 1, 2010, he joined Brussels Airport as
Cargo Marketing Manager and on February 1st,
2012, he was appointed Head of Cargo and
Logistics, responsible for developing and
implementing the overall cargo strategy of the
airport.

In 2016, Steven became one of the founding fathers of Air Cargo Belgium and was chosen to become the ﬁrst chairman of
this newly established air cargo organisation at BRUcargo, grouping all stakeholders involved.
In August of the same year, Steven also joined the board of TIACA, The International Air Cargo Association, of which he
became Vice Chairman in October 2017. On April 1st, Steven was promoted to Director Cargo & Logistics and amongst his
new responsibilities is becoming in-charge of all cargo real estate development and portfolio management.
In July 2019, Steven took over the role of Chairman at TIACA, a position he still holds today.
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DB Schenker roars
in Asia-Paciﬁc with
the 'Red Lion'

Its new ﬁve-ﬂoor regional high-speed logistics hub in Singapore
costs EUR101 million, the largest investment in Schenker's
history. It's fully equipped with the latest automation
technology and provides ﬁrst-class logistics services, including
3D robotic labeling system in multiple languages
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Combined, the mechanized air freight hub and contract
logistics warehouse extend over 51,400 square meters on ﬁve
ﬂoors, equal to the size of seven soccer ﬁelds.

B Schenker, the world's largest logistics
provider, marked another milestone in the
global transport industry when it unveiled
last month its new ﬁve-story regional highspeed logistics hub in Singapore known as
the “Red Lion.”

Innovative & futuristic
A next generation Warehouse Management System and a
synchronized IT platform bridging the various automations
enable Red Lion to increase warehouse productivity by up to
100% compared to manual processes, and to reduce lead time
for customers by 40% compared to non-integrated facilities.

The opening of this facility, one of the few
large-scale integrated air freight and contract logistics hubs in
the world, coincided with the 50th anniversary of DB Schenker's
operations in the Lion City, which is one of the most important
logistics hubs in the Asia-Paciﬁc Region (APAC).

Incoming freight is processed through a ball deck, which
increases speed and eases handling. Pallet lifters then move
freight to the automated warehouse with Very Narrow Aisles
(VNA) to optimize capacity. The multi-shuttle and carton live
storage systems are complemented by Goods-to-Person (GTP)
and Pick-To-Light technologies, conveyor systems, and
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs).

Schenker's ﬁrst branch in Singapore was set up in 1970. Since
then, the business has seen tremendous growth, with the
number of locations in the city state rising to 13, including DB
Schenker's regional head oﬃce for APAC.
Huge investment

Red Lion is also the ﬁrst warehouse to oﬀer an in-house
designed robotic labeling system, which utilizes 3D-vision
technology and three robotic arms to apply labels in multiple
languages on products of varying sizes, shapes, and
conﬁgurations.

Worth EUR101 million, the Red Lion warehouse is strategically
located in the Airport Logistics Park of Singapore (ALPS) at
Changi Airport, the site sets a new standard in combining the
world's most advanced technological developments with the
highest levels of sustainable warehouse management for its
customers.

“Our new warehouse is a record-breaking facility full of
technological and digital innovations. It is designed to serve
customers with requirements for short lead times and high
throughput. Our robotics will revolutionize product labelling.
With our automation novelties, we are paving the way for our
continuous journey in contract logistics toward a fully digital
supply chain,” said David Christmas, APAC Contract Logistics
Board Member at DB Schenker.

“DB Schenker further strengthens its position among the
world's leading logistic service providers for the APAC region.
Our new logistics hub makes us even faster and more reliable
for our customers. The record investment in Red Lion marks an
unparalleled milestone for our corporate history of almost 150
years. We are happy and proud to reinforce our commitment to
Singapore as the heart of our logistics operations in Asia,” said
Jochen Thewes, DB Schenker's Chief Executive Oﬃcer.

Moreover, the building recognizes Schenker's commitment to
promote sustainable development and environmental
protection. 1,440 photovoltaic solar panels, along with other
sustainability features, enable energy savings of 34%. Thus, Red

Red Lion solidiﬁes Schenker's position in Singapore as the
largest and most advanced third-party logistics provider in the
ALPS.
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Lion is certiﬁed with the Green Mark Platinum label by the Building and Construction Authority (BCA) in Singapore as well as the
LEED Gold Standard.
DB Schenker, a division of the German rail operator Deutsche Bahn AG, said Schenker Singapore meets changing customer
demands in the evolving logistics landscapes through innovations, consistency in quality, and competences in key sectors such as
semiconductor, healthcare, aerospace, high-tech and consumer goods. (Photos & Text Source: www.dbschenker.com)

APAC:
Fastest growing
region in the
world
With 4.5 billion
people or more than
60 percent of the
world's population
located in AsiaPaciﬁc, many of
which home to the
emerging middleclass, the region is
forecast to post
the strongest
economic growth in
the coming years.

Despite the pandemic, the
region is showing resiliency
and recovery, that could
spell more business
activities in the future.
Singapore, one of the
world's strongest
economies, has long
recognized the importance
of logistics in facilitating
economic growth. Before
the pandemic, exper ts
forecast the global logistics
market to grow by over 7
percent through 2022,
largely driven by the rapid
growth in the e-Commerce
retail industry.
According to Research and
Markets, the global logistics
market size is projected to
grow from USD 2,734 billion
28

in 2020 to USD 3,215 billion by 2021, at a YO-Y of 17.6%, in the post COVID-19 era.
The major drivers of this market are
increasing focus on the continued supply of
essential commodities, creation of supply
chain stabilization task force to ﬁght
COVID-19, and growing demand and
d i s t r i b u t i o n of p e r s o n a l p r o t e c t i v e
equipment, the research intelligence ﬁrm
added. Fast-moving consumer goods
(FMCG) and healthcare products will
dominate the logistics market.
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Mercedes Benz
Trucks accident
research integrates
advances in technology
to further enhance
its safety features
Real accidents planned to be recons-tructed
on the computer as a complement to the
crash test. Focus was also expanded in line
with technological developments in the
vehicles – to include systems for active and
integral safety.
Kay Morschheuser
Head of Commercial Vehicle Accident Analyses
at Mercedes-Benz Trucks
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olliding with a truck can
quickly end up with
serious or even fatal
injuries whether the
collision involves a
pedestrian walking on foot,
someone inside a car or a bike,
because of the huge diﬀerence in
mass. A collision between two trucks
can also result in grave
consequences for those involved.

C

That is why for Mercedes-Benz
Trucks safety has always been a
priority since 1972 when it
established its commercial vehicle
accident research center in Germany.
Its top priority has always been to
ideally completely avoid this type of
scenario or at the very least
mitigate the consequences of
accidents. Its safety and assistance
systems are continually being
developed and existing systems
optimized speciﬁcally for the trucks.
The Group's Commercial Vehicle
Accident Research plays a central
role in these eﬀorts. With its
accident analyses, it prepares the
foundations for continually
introducing further improvements to
the vehicles.
"We consider our studies to be
indispensable for assessing the
behavior of a truck in actual
accidents," Kay Morschheuser, Head
of Commercial Vehicle Accident
Analyses at Mercedes-Benz Trucks,
emphasized.
Continuous development process
This procedure has a tradition: since 1972, the
commercial vehicle accident researchers at
Mercedes-Benz Trucks have been examining
selected accidents with Mercedes-Benz trucks
throughout Germany using all the existing and
ascertainable information, and documenting

data on the course of those accidents, the vehicles involved and the damage –
complemented by relevant research by the police rescue teams and experts.
“We also look for conspicuous aspects pertaining to, for example, the frequency
of types of accidents, the discernibility of certain patterns of events or to injuries
to persons involved in accidents,” Morschheuser explains.
Whereas initially the focus was only on passive safety systems such as the cab
structure, restraint systems, front and rear underride guards as well as side
protection, that focus was expanded with time – in line with technological
developments in the vehicles – to include systems for active and integral safety.
These include systems such as ABS – the Anti-lock Brake System, EBS – the
Electronic Brake System and ESP – the Electronic Stability Program or Proximity
Control Assist and Lane Keeping Assist as well as Active Brake Assist (ABA),
Sideguard Assist or Active Drive Assist.
Based on their analyses, the accident researchers derive modiﬁcation measures
in close co-operation with the Development department which then often end in
future Mercedes-Benz requirements. That is how, several years ago, the idea for
Sideguard Assist was developed; since 2016 it has been available for many truck
models ex works at Mercedes-Benz Trucks and within its system limits can
contribute towards avoiding accidents with pedestrians and cyclists.
Active Drive Assist which allows partially automated driving (level 2) in a truck for
the ﬁrst time ever as well as the MirrorCam instead of the common main and
wide-angle mirrors are further more recent examples of the interplay between
Accident Research and Development at Mercedes-Benz Trucks.
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Crash tests also provide valuable information for safety- installed in the vehicle can provide support in four
phases: ﬁrst during driving, second in the event of
oriented development of vehicles
danger, third in an accident and fourth after a collision.
The analyses of Accident Research also go hand-in-hand with the crash
tests that have been systematically carried out for years. In this regard the
developers and safety experts at Daimler Truck AG have regularly
developed their own standards and trials always oriented towards actual
accidents in addition to the tests for cab rigidity in line with the EU standard
ECE R 29.
One of the most important crash tests is, for example, the impact with a
platform vehicle mock-up which reproduces the typical rear-end collision
between a truck and a truck driving ahead of it on the motorway.
“In future we will reconstruct real accidents on the computer as a
complement to the crash test,” said Morschheuser with a look to the future.
The combination of crash simulation and accident reconstruction oﬀers an
opportunity to examine accidents more speciﬁcally and in more detail with
freely selected parameters and thus to better understand the mechanisms
in an actual accident.
“Above all it is the circumstances which lead to an accident that are of
particular interest to us,” added Morschheuser. In view of the future
increase in automated driving and, consequently, the need to have the
corresponding systems able to reliably handle the numerous traﬃc
situations, this is a decisive additional beneﬁt.
As the "icing on the cake" of a solid vehicle safety development strategy, the

A glance at general accident statistics
reveals just how eﬃciently this concept,
in particular, contributes to traﬃc
safety along with many other measures.
According to the German Federal
Statistical Oﬃce, the number of
fatalities in accidents involving trucks in
Germany dropped by around 60 percent
between 1992 and 2018.
The number of those seriously injured was reduced by
about 45 percent during that time. And that despite an
increase in transportation of around 80 percent.
Accidents with serious consequences are much rarer,
although their distribution by type of accident has
remained almost unchanged. Rear-end collisions,
accidents at junctions and accidents caused by the
vehicle leaving its lane remain focal points.
As far as the fundamental development of safety and
driver assistance systems is concerned, Mercedes-

crash tests form a sustainable unit with accident research. This approach

Benz Trucks has been playing a pioneering role for

also follows the holistic concept of "integral safety" which Mercedes-Benz is

s o m e t i m e . P h o t o s & Te x t s o u r c e d f r o m :

now pursuing more than ever, whereby the passive and active systems

www.media.daimler.com
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Qantas bids farewell to 'Queen of The Skies' ﬂeet

The ﬁrst manufactured 747 at Boeing's Everett factory in 1968, with
cabin crew representing all the airlines with orders for the aircraft. Supplied Photo

SYDNEY: Qantas Airways bid farewell to its “Queen of The Skies” ﬂeet of
747 jumbo jets with the last ﬂight departing in July, bringing to end ﬁve
decades of history-making moments for Australia's national carrier and
aviation industry.

Qantas took delivery of its ﬁrst 747 (a -200
series) in August 1971, the same year that
William McMahon became Prime Minister, the
ﬁrst McDonalds opened in Australia and Eagle
Rock by Daddy Cool topped the music charts. Its
arrival – and its economics – made international
travel possible for millions of people for the ﬁrst
time. But the time has come for the 747 jumbo
jets to retire, the airline said.
The ﬂeet of 747 aircraft not only carried generations of Australians on
their ﬁrst overseas adventures, they also oﬀered a safe voyage for
hundreds of thousands of migrant families who ﬂew to their new life in
Australia on board a 'roo tailed jumbo jet.
Qantas 747s were at the forefront of a number of important milestones
for the airline, including the ﬁrst Business Class cabin of any airline in the
world.

Qantas brought forward the scheduled retirement of the
ﬂeet by six months after the COVID-19 pandemic
decimated international travel globally.
Qantas Group CEO Alan Joyce said the 747 changed the
face of Australian aviation and ushered in a new era of lower
fares and non-stop ﬂights.
“It's hard to overstate the impact that the 747 had on
aviation and a country as far away as Australia. It replaced
the 707, which was a huge leap forward in itself but didn't
have the sheer size and scale to lower airfares the way the
747 did. That put international travel within reach of the
average Australian and people jumped at the opportunity,”
Joyce said.

Their size, range and incredible reliability meant they were used for
numerous rescue missions: ﬂying a record 674 passengers out of Darwin
in the aftermath of Cyclone Tracy; evacuating Australians out of Cairo
during political unrest in 2011 and ﬂying medical supplies in and tourists “Time has overtaken the 747 and we now have a much more
home from the Maldives and Sri Lanka following the Boxing Day Tsunami fuel-eﬃcient aircraft with even better range in our ﬂeet,
such as the 787 Dreamliner that we use on Perth-London
in December 2004.
and hopefully before too long, the Airbus A350 for our
The last rescue missions the 747 ﬂew for Qantas were to bring hundreds
Project Sunrise ﬂights non-stop to New York and London,”
of stranded Australians home from the COVID-19 epicentre of Wuhan in
he added.
February this year.
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British Airways
extends ﬂexible
booking policy

LONDON: British Airways says it's extending its Book with Conﬁdence policy for customers booking ﬂights and holidays throughout
September 2020, to cover journeys for a whole year, up to 31 August 2021.
This allows customers to change the dates and destination of their booking without incurring a change fee, or to cancel their booking
and receive a voucher for use at a later date.
Andrew Brem, British Airways' Chief Commercial Oﬃcer, said: “Anyone booking this September who plans to travel all the way up to
the end of August 2021, can now take advantage of amazing deals and be reassured their precious holidays are well protected.”
The airline is also oﬀering a range of other beneﬁts to help travellers who are trying to plan ahead, including low deposits – from just
£75 per person – as well as the opportunity to pay their balance in as many instalments as they wish. Final payment is now not due until
three weeks before travel, oﬀering even greater ﬂexibility.

Etihad Airways reports strong start in 2020
but COVID-9 derailed growth

ABU DHABI: Etihad Airways showed strong start in 2020 but the Coronavirus
pandemic derailed its growth, according to the airline's H1 2020
performance report.

by management cost containment initiatives and
reduced operations. Available Seat Kilometres (ASK)
reduced by 53% to 23.69 billion (H1 2019: 50.35 billion).

The UAE national carrier said its best monthly result occurred in February but
the suspension of ﬂights to and from the UAE on March 24 heavily impacted
its performance in the ﬁrst half of the year just like other airlines.

Tony Douglas, Group Chief Executive Oﬃcer, Etihad
Aviation Group, said: “Etihad faced a set of enormous
and unpredictable challenges in the ﬁrst six months of
the year. We started 2020 strong, and recorded
encouraging results as part of our continuing
transformation programme. This left us in a relatively
robust position when COVID-19 hit, allowing us to act
with agility, and to mobilise all available resources as
the crisis deepened, taking major steps to reduce costs
through a wide-reaching series of measures.”

Its cargo revenues, however, totaled US$ 0.49 billion
between Jan-June 2020, an improvement of US$130
million (37%) compared to the same period in 2019, with
254,345 leg tons of cargo carried. This was driven by an
increase in demand and a spike in cargo fares.
Etihad operated up to 40 of its ﬂeet of 97 passenger aircraft in Q2, including
Boeing 787 Dreamliners, 777-300ERs, and Airbus A320 family aircraft as
belly-hold cargo freighters to complement Etihad Cargo's operational ﬂeet
of six 777-200F freighters.
Etihad said it carried 3.5 million passengers in H1 (H1 2019: 8.2 million), a
reduction of 58% from the same period the previous year. Average seat load
factor was 71%. Core operating loss for this period increased by US$ 172
million to US$ 758 million (H1 2019: US$ 586 million), driven by a 38% drop in
revenues, which stood at US$ 1.7 billion (H1 2019: US$ 2.7bn).
This was partially oﬀ-set by a 27% reduction in direct operating costs to US$
1.9 billion (H1 2019: US$ 2.7 billion), and a 21% reduction in general and
administrative expenses to US$ 0.40 billion (H1 2019: US$ 0.50), both driven
34
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Etihad aims to gradually increase its passenger
operations in the coming months.
“By September, we aim to increase our worldwide
ﬂights to half our pre-COVID-19 capacity. Looking
forward, we rest assured that the UAE is leading the way
in the research for a vaccine against COVID-19. The
incredible eﬀorts Abu Dhabi is making to ensure the
safety and security of its residents and visitors will soon
enable us to welcome the world back to our amazing
home. This commitment was successfully highlighted
by the recent hosting of major UFC events in the
capital,” Douglas said.
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Pakistan International Airlines resumes ﬂights to United Kingdom
KARACHI: Pakistan International Airlines has
resumed ﬂights to the United Kingdom on August
14, ﬁve months after it suspended its operations
to the route due to the COVID-19 pandemic
global travel ban.
PIA said the ﬁrst ﬂight carried more than 250
passengers from Manchester to Islamabad and
the other ﬂight came from Islamabad to London,
on August 14 and 15, respectively.

PIA Spokesman Abdullah Khan was quoted in the media as saying Pakistan's
national carrier will continue to comply with all international health and safety
protocols to protect both passengers and their staﬀ.
In June 2020, the European Air Safety Agency (EASA) banned PIA from ﬂying across
Europe due to safety concerns. It was disclosed that 262 of its more than 800 pilots
have fake licenses. Last May, a PIA plane crashed in a residential area. The incident
killed 97 passengers and was blamed on negligence.
EASA rejected PIA's appeal to resume ﬂights within Europe. The ban stays until
December 2020. The UK is no longer part of the European Union.
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Turkish Airlines
signs IT deal with
Amadeus
ISTANBUL: Turkish Airlines recently
signed an IT deal with Amadeus to help
it deliver personalized oﬀers to
travellers across all platforms and
devices, ultimately to expand its
customer reach with a series of new
shopping solutions.

Turkey's national carrier
said these ﬂexible and
modular solutions from
Amadeus' Oﬀer Suite will
allow it to connect with
new market channels and
develop a future-proof
retail strategy.
With that, Turkish Airlines becomes the
ﬁrst airline to adopt Massive Search, a
solution which will help it deliver the
most relevant and bookable fares to
travellers.
Massive search capabilities are
becoming more and more critical for
the entire travel industry as digital
infrastructure must swiftly deliver
results in the face of rising look to book
ratios, which have grown from 10:1 to
1000:1 over the last two decades.
“These are exciting times at Turkish.
Now, as the sector eyes recovery, we
will push the bar when it comes to
searching and shopping for our fares,
delivering the content our travellers

want in a quick and consistent way, no
matter the channel,” said Ali Serdar Yakut,
CIO, Turkish Airlines.
“Istanbul is at the crossroads between
Europe and Asia, and our new hub
inaugurated last year gives us more
capacity to connect to new destinations.
The new facility will serve 200 million
passengers annually, unlocking
momentous opportunity for growth.
Amadeus' trusted technology and solid onthe-ground support will help us reach our
ambitions,” he added.
Maher Koubaa, Executive Vice President,
Airlines, Middle East, Turkey & Africa,
Amadeus, commented: “This partnership
with Turkish Airlines is a testament to our
simple, agile and open approach that allows
our partners to easily integrate our
technology within their own IT ecosystem.
We look forward to further continue our
work with the airline in the ﬁeld of
merchandising as we support the airline's
ambitions to deliver a world-class
experience to its travellers.
“We are particularly proud to be part of
Turkish Airline's expansion at a time when

Istanbul is reinforcing its position as a major
global aviation hub with the addition of new
capacity and its third independent runway
just completed a few months ago.”
Whether customers are searching for ﬂights
on Turkish Airline's own channels, through a
metasearch, online travel agency, or an
online ad, Amadeus' technology will ensure
that travellers get a consistent, accurate and
fast response.
This standalone IT agreement follows an
extended distribution agreement signed
with Amadeus last year. Amadeus' global
network of travel sellers continue to support
the airline's expansion plans, extending its
reach eﬃciently and delivering its oﬀers
consistently to all travelers.
The deal comes at a time when Turkey's
national ﬂag carrier – currently operating
with 360 aircraft, and ﬂying to the most
destinations in the world, over 320 across
126 countries – continues to expand its
operations.
From 2017 to 2019, the airline increased its
passenger numbers from 69 million to 75
million and it expects to reach 120 million
by 2023.

EgyptAir requires all travelers
to obtain PCR test for COVID-19
CAIRO: Egypt is requiring all travelers, including
Egyptians, to have a negative PCR test certiﬁcate for
COVID-19 before they are allowed to enter the
country.
In a travel advisory, EgyptAir said travelers should
obtain the PCR certiﬁcate 72 hours before their
ﬂight departure. The rule also applies to transit
passengers who will just pass by any of the
country's major airports en route to their ﬁnal
destinations. Only children below aged six are
exempted from the PCR test requirement.
Airport across Egypt which were shut down in
March due to the Coronavirus pandemic have since
reopened.

The World Travel and Tourism Council has awarded Egypt a “Safe Travels
Stamp”—a certiﬁcation bestowed upon countries veriﬁed to have adopted
international safety protocols to protect the health of travelers.
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Strong cargo growth at Germany's Leipzig/Halle Airport
LEIPZIG:
Cargo volumes
at Leipzig/
Halle Airport
(LEJ) increased
by 4% to
633,856 tons
during the ﬁrst
half of the year
which is likely
to be sustained
as it continues it role in providing the population with essential supplies in the ﬁght
against the Coronavirus pandemic.
Bucking the downward national trend, cargo volumes at Leipzig/Halle, Europe's ﬁfthlargest cargo hub, continue to grow steadily. Cargo volumes at Leipzig/Halle Airport
notably grew in June by 16.1 percent to 114,367 tons compared to June 2019.
With this positive development, LEJ said it is securing central Germany's vital logistics

and supply chains for the population and the
economy. Two factors are driving this growth:
DHL's express cargo business on the one hand,
and the positive developments in the cargo and
special charter segments, including rescue and
supply ﬂights, on the other.
In the ﬁrst six months of the year, there were
1,000 take-oﬀs and landings in the cargo
segment per week at Leipzig/Halle Airport.
Passenger volumes at Leipzig/Halle Airport,
however, dropped to record low of 573,326
between January to June, down by 69.1 percent
compared to the same period in 2019.
In the nearby, Dresden Airport, its passenger
traﬃc declined by 66.6 percent during H1 2020
to 239,989 due to the global travel ban amid the
pandemic.

Sharjah Airport
is GCC's ﬁrst
carbon-neutral airport
SHARJAH: Sharjah Airport has become the ﬁrst
carbon-neutral airport in the GCC and the
second in the Middle East to attain Level 3+
Neutrality accreditation from the Airport Carbon
Accreditation program, issued by Airports
Council International (ACI), top aviation oﬃcials
announced.

Ali Salim Al Midfa, Chairman of
Sharjah Airport Authority, said
the airport has adopted many
green initiatives and programs,
in line with the commitment of
the UAE towards reducing
carbon emissions that fall
under the UAE Green Growth
Strategy and to support the
national agenda to attain the
UAE vision 2021.
Sharjah Airport incurred zero net carbon dioxide
emissions in a full year. Its environmental and
sustainability projects include energy
conservation initiatives, clean energy projects
and circular economic initiatives to encourage all
stakeholders of the airport to engage and
contribute to good practice. Besides strictly
monitoring electricity and water consumption in

the airport, it also implements
an integrated waste
management system, targeted
at zero landﬁll waste.

their continued commitment and active
participation in ACI Asia-Paciﬁc environmental
initiatives and in support of working towards a
new societal value,” said Baronci.

Stefano Baronci, DirectorGeneral of ACI Asia-Paciﬁc, said
this accomplishment clearly
positions Sharjah Airport as an
environmental leader in the
region and beyond.

The accomplishment marks an important
milestone in Sharjah Airport's journey towards
continuous environmental and sustainable
development as it continues to expand its
operational capacity. Sharjah Airport has made
a ﬁrm commitment to ensuring its operations
have a minimal impact on the environment
while working towards reducing carbon
footprint and energy consumption.

"By reaching carbon-neutral
status, the highest status
currently, in the internationally-recognised Airport
Carbon Accreditation program,
Sharjah Airport is ﬁrmly
positioning itself as an
environmental leader in the
region and beyond. We are
grateful to the management
team at Sharjah Airport for
37

Sharjah Airport has been recognised
throughout the years by several entities for its
contribution to sustainable initiatives. The
airport will be formally presented with the
Level 3+ award at the Airport Carbon
Accreditation Certiﬁcation Presentation
ceremony at the next ACI Asia-Paciﬁc Regional
Assembly, Conference and Exhibition.
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QAIA expands and
goes high-tech with
Nutanix Xi Frame
AMMAN, Jordan: Queen Alia International Airport
(QAIA) continues to expand and embrace
technology with the latest being Nutanix’s Xi Frame
which ensures business continuity despite
uncertainties brought on by the COVID-19
pandemic.
Nutanix (NASDAQ: NTNX), a leader in enterprise
cloud computing, announced that Airport
International Group (AIG) - a Jordanian consortium
of local and international investors with proven
experience in airport rehabilitation, enhancement,
operation and management - has implemented
Nutanix Xi Frame at QAIA.
Xi Frame’s Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) solution
has facilitated set up of virtual training rooms for
seamless delivery of extensive training on the newly
implemented Airport Management System. It has
also provided employees with secure access to
specialized applications via shared desktops. As
importantly, the solution has enabled the
establishment of a virtual control room, giving the
Operations Team secure, remote access to mission
critical airport IT systems.
The Government of Jordan has appointed AIG since
2017 to manage the rehabilitation, expansion and
operation of QAIA, which serves as a pillar of the
national economy and the local aviation, transport
and tourism sectors.
Under AIG’s management, QAIA has successfully
expanded, recorded signiﬁcant growth in

passenger numbers and received several Airports Council International (ACI)
awards. Today, AIG employs approximately 450 professionals and utilizes the
latest technologies and innovations to ensure that the over 50 airlines and millions
of annual passengers who rely on QAIA are assured truly world-class experiences.
“The ease of use of Xi Frame meant we could easily and rapidly accommodate the
business continuity requirements of each department in this challenging time.
Moreover, rather than having to deal with the costs, complexities and inevitable
slew of helpdesk requests typically associated with corporate VPNs, we could oﬀer
our new remote workers the most convenient, secure and intuitive access to the
tools and applications they needed to stay productive,” said Waseem Al Rousan, IT
Director at Airport International Group.
The timing of the deployment proved especially fortuitous as Airport International
Group was in the midst of a mission-critical, multi-million dollar undertaking to
migrate its Airport Management System (AMS), which controls everything, from
the gates and immigrations services to check-in counters.
At the time when the Government of Jordan announced lock-down measures,
consultants and implementation engineers were suddenly unable to travel to
Amman. The team’s planned user acceptance and training programs for the new
AMS solution looked to be in jeopardy. Using Xi Frame, in just a few hours, Airport
International Group set up a fully equipped virtual training lab with 12 remotely
accessible workstations.

Abu Dhabi Airports welcomes Lebanese travellers aboard MEA
COVID-19 pandemic.
In line with the gradual resumption of commercial ﬂights at Abu
Dhabi International Airport, Middle East Airlines has resumed its
ﬂights between Beirut, Lebanon and the UAE capital.
Abu Dhabi International Airport has implemented a range of
health and safety measures including a team of specially trained
Wellness Ambassadors to support passengers by answering
common questions relating to keeping healthy during travel,
encouraging social distancing, monitoring the regular sanitisation
of surfaces, communicating testing and isolation procedures, and
providing hand sanitiser and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
such as masks and gloves to passengers.
ABU DHABI: Abu Dhabi Airports recently welcomed
Lebanese travellers Abu Dhabi International Airport (AUH)
with special gifts upon their disembarkation from Middle East
Airlines (MEA) ﬂight ME418.
This was the ﬁrst time MEA, the ﬂag carrier of Lebanon,
travelled to the capital of the UAE since March 2020, when
the global travel ban was imposed due to the

The airport has also introduced touch-less elevator technology as
well as SterixGate sterilisation booths designed to safely disinfect a
person within as little as three seconds. Other new technologies
and precautionary measures deployed at the airport include
thermal scanning cameras that incorporate the latest Artiﬁcial
Intelligence (AI) technology and cameras with facial recognition
capabilities and heat motion sensors.
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Saudi's THC buys 10 Airbus helicopters
RIYADH: Saudi's Helicopter Company
(THC) sealed last month a deal with Airbus
to buy 10 H125 helicopters as part of its
ﬂeet expansion and plans to introduce new
services in the Kingdom's changing aviation
market.
Fully owned by the Public Investment Fund
(PIF) of Saudi Arabia, THC said the new ﬂeet
ﬁts its expansion plans to meet growing
consumer aviation demand and rolling out
new services related to the country's scenic
tourism and aerial work such as ﬁlming,
banner towing, and surveying.
Considered a multi-task aircraft, the Airbus
H125 can carry up to six passengers and be
easily reconﬁgured to suit varying
requirements.
“By signing this agreement, THC has taken a
massive step in expanding its ﬂeet and
implementing its ambitious operational

IATA says travelers
face being ofﬂoaded
or ﬁnes for refusing
to wear face covering
GENEVA: The International Air Transport
Association (IATA) is appealing to all travelers
to wear face covering during their travel
journey for the safety of all passengers and
crew as the global ﬁght against the COVID-19
pandemic continues.

Wearing face coverings is a key
recommendation of the
International Civil Aviation
Organization's (ICAO) guidance
for safe operations during the
pandemic, as developed jointly
with the World Health
Organization and governments.

Ben Bridge,
Executive Vice
President of
Global
Business at
Airbus
Helicopters,
described the
deal as “the
beginning of a
new
partnership
with The
Helicopter
Company.”

plan. We are proud to be contributing to the
advancement of Saudi Arabia's tourism and aviation
industries through our innovative air transport services
that guarantee passengers a one-of-a-kind experience to
relish the beauty of the Kingdom from above,” said Capt.
Arnaud Martinez, CEO of THC.
Ben Bridge, Executive Vice President of Global Business at
Airbus Helicopters, described the deal as “the beginning
of a new partnership with The Helicopter Company.”
“The H125 is the perfect helicopter for developing
commercial operations in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia as
it is a powerful and truly versatile aircraft, particularly
suited to hot and high environments,” he said.
PIF established THC as part of its strategy to activate new
sectors in Saudi Arabia that support the realization of
Saudi Vision 2030 and generate long-term commercial
returns. The Kingdom's ﬁrst local commercial helicopter
operator, THC has been oﬀering private ﬂights since mid2019 and is now expanding its services with the addition
of the H125 to its ﬂeet.

IATA has emphasized the need for passengers to comply with the
recommendation following recent reports of travelers refusing to wear a face
covering during a ﬂight. While this is conﬁned to a very small number of
individuals, some on-board incidents have become violent, resulting in costly
and extremely inconvenient diversions to oﬄoad these passengers.
“This is a call for common sense and taking responsibility. The vast majority of
travelers understand the importance of face covering both for themselves as well
as for their fellow passengers, and airlines appreciate this collective eﬀort. But a
small minority create problems. Safety is at the core of aviation, and compliance
with crew safety instructions is the law. Failure to comply can jeopardize a ﬂight's
safety, disrupt the travel experience of other passengers and impact the work
environment for crew,” said Alexandre de Juniac, IATA's Director General and
CEO.
IATA said a plane ticket is a contract under which the passenger agrees to the
airline's terms and Conditions of Carriage. Those conditions can include the
airline's right to refuse carriage to a person whose behavior interferes with a
ﬂight, violates government regulations or causes other passengers to feel unsafe.
Airlines also highlight the need to wear a face covering during the booking
process, at check-in, at the gate and in onboard announcements.
Failure to comply means that a passenger faces the risk of being oﬄoaded from
their ﬂight, restrictions on future carriage or penalties under national laws.
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Christos Spyrou, CEO & Founder of Neutral Air Partner,
joins TIACA's Board of Directors
MIAMI: The International Air Cargo
Association's Board of Directors welcomed
Christos Spyrou, the CEO and Founder of
Neutral Air Partner (NAP), as its newest
member.
With Spyrou joining the international trade
body's Board of Directors, the 250 members
of NAP, a global alliance of leading air cargo
architects and aviation specialists,
automatically become TIACA members.
“Christos's nomination is fully in line with our
ambition to open up our association's doors
as widely as possible to all stakeholders in our
industry. His unrivalled knowledge of air
freight, coupled with his high level of
involvement in our industry and his ability to
bring people together, will help us achieve
that ambition,” said Steven Polmans,

Chairman of TIACA.
Christos Spyrou brings 30 years of
experience in the air freight industry to
TIACA's Board. Both an entrepreneur and
an expert in the sector, he specializes in
advanced air freight consolidation
management, neutral air freight wholesale,
ULD utilization and equalization, gateway
planning, networking, and eﬀective selling
& sourcing for the professional air freight
brokers and forwarders.
“For me, joining TIACA's Board is a real
opportunity to contribute on a global level
to building the future of our industry. I
would like to thank TIACA for its
conﬁdence in me, and I will devote all of
my energy and expertise to serving our
association,” said Spyrou.

Muhammad Albakri to assume new
role as IATA SVP for CFDS in March

Muhammad
Albakri

GENEVA: Saudi national and aviation veteran
Muhammad Albakri, currently the
International Aviation Transportation
Association's Regional Vice President for
Africa and the Middle East, will assume his
new role as Senior Vice President for
Customer, Financial and Digital Services of
IATA eﬀective 1 March 2021.

operations, while leading major
transformational projects for the airline
industry. This includes IATA's ﬁnancial
settlement products, which securely
processed $457 billion of industry money
in 2019, during a time of tremendous
innovation in ﬁnancial technology. Aleks
leaves behind a great team with a clear
focus on customer service that will
continue to drive critical changes under the
capable leadership of Muhammad,” said de
Juniac.
Albakri joined IATA in January 2017 after
more than a decade in the leadership team
of Saudi Arabian Airlines (SAUDIA) where
he successfully fulﬁlled the roles of Chief
Financial Oﬃcer, Chief Information Oﬃcer
and Senior Vice President for
Transformation.

At IATA, Albakri has been an agent of
Albakri will be based in Geneva and will take
change, transforming the Africa & Middle
over from Aleks Popovich who is scheduled to
East regional team to better serve member
retire by then.
needs and pioneering the work of IATA's
Alexandre de Juniac, IATA's Director General Digital Transformation Advisory Council.
and CEO, praised and thanked Popovich for
“Muhammad is well prepared to guide the
his work and critical ﬂagship programs that
development of IATA's commercial
beneﬁtted the aviation industry during his 16oﬀerings, settlement services and digital
year tenure at IATA.
leadership. In normal times, these are
“Over the past 16 years, Aleks has driven critical functions—even more so in the
some of the most critical elements of IATA's middle of an industry crisis,” said de Juniac.
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Christos Spyrou

Volker Dunkake is
ATC's new Group
Manager Charter
and Solutions

Volker
Dunkake

FRANKFURT: Volker Dunkake
who was with ATC Aviation
Services since 2014 has been
appointed Group Manager
Charter and Solutions for the
ATC Group eﬀective 1st July
2020 and will report directly to
the CEO.
Prior to joining ATC in Germany
as Head of Product for Etihad
Airlines, Volker worked in senior
roles in Lufthansa Cargo Charter
for more than 12 years.
In his new role, Volker will
d e v e l o p t h e AT C c h a r t e r
business globally and study,
build up and develop additional
freighter routes together with
the company's airline partners.
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Technology
Largest mushroom
farm in UAE relies on solar
energy and tech to thrive

DUBAI: The largest mushroom farm in the UAE
which produces about nearly 6 tons of mushrooms
daily for local consumption and export relies on
solar energy and technology to thrive in the
region's harsh weather condition.
Dr. Abdullah Belhaif Al Nuaimi, Minister of Climate
Change and Environment, recently met with
several local farm owners and discussed ways to
enhance and support the emerging agri-tech
ecosystem in the UAE, the Emirates news agency
WAM reported.
The minister met farm owners, Dr. Ghanem Al Hajri
and Ali Bujasim during a tour of the Themar Al
Emarat hydroponic farm and the Alayas Farm,
respectively.
Located in Sharjah, the 190,000 sqm Themar Al
Emarat farm relies on solar energy for 50 percent
of its power requirements— power for cooling
equipment, water chilling, mushroom cultivation
and other greenhouse processes.
It recycles 100 percent of its irrigation water. It also
reuses the soil in its hydroponic system as an
agricultural conditioner in traditional cultivation.
The farm produces mushrooms, lettuce, and other
crops used & consumed locally.
Meanwhile, Alayas Farm produces two tons of
green fodder that are used as feed for its goats
and poultry livestock. It also leverages hydroponics
in cultivating vegetables.
The minister stressed that the UAE prioritises the
use of agricultural technologies that increase crop
production and quality and reduce the
environmental footprint of farms across the
country. He pointed out that MoCCAE endeavours
to strengthen its partnership with major modern
farms in the UAE to develop the sector and
highlight these farms as successful examples of
agri-tech at work.

Study:
Facebook
dominates
UAE while
Twitter is
preferred in
Saudi
DUBAI: Facebook is the
leading social media platform
in the United Arab Emirates
with about 8 million users
while Twitter is the preferred
medium in Saudi Arabia, according to Crowd Analyzer, a leading Dubai-based
data intelligence provider and social media listening platform.
In its recently released 'State of Social Media 2020' report which covers Egypt,
Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Kuwait, Crowd Analyzer said it examined multiple
platforms and found out that the UAE, whose majority population are expats,
prefer Facebook with English as the main language.
Facebook is also preferred in Kuwait with more than half of its population with
accounts on the social media platform.
In KSA, Twitter is the preferred platform for social media users in the country with
14 million Saudi users. The vast majority of online content from Saudi Arabia is
published in Arabic across all platforms, with the exception of Facebook, which
has more content generated and shared in English.
In Egypt, Facebook is highly popular but Twitter is gaining uptake among
Egyptians and plays an important role in shaping the country's cultural and
media landscape.
“In the context of the current uncertainties, and as part of our wider eﬀorts to
identify the most eﬀective solutions to the issues we face, this year's report aims
to empower businesses, marketeers and industry professionals to leverage the
available insights and dig deeper into key platform data to recalibrate their
brand content and customer outreach strategies,” said Ahmed Saad, CEO and
Co-founder of Crowd Analyzer.
“There is no doubt that for the foreseeable future, data and insights will form the
foundation of any successful business while shaping our understanding of
emerging trends. In doing so, data serves as a vital tool for eﬀective
communication with customers,” he added.
Crowd Analyzer's report provides a deep dive into ﬁve major industries in the
Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, speciﬁcally telecommunications, ecommerce, banking and ﬁnance, ride hailing and automotive.
Its insights highlight best practices for reaching target audiences, indicating that
amid current COVID-19 disruptions, businesses can signiﬁcantly beneﬁt from a
strong understanding of consumer behavior and favored content, supporting
marketeers in building agile strategies for a stronger brand. In doing so, they are
set to redeﬁne 2020 as the year of digital transformation.
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Upcoming Events
Airport Show Dubai
Airport Security I ATC Forum

World Cargo Symposium
WCS is the largest and most prestigious annual event of its kind
and the only one to bring together key stakeholders from the
entire air cargo supply chain. Join over 1,000 air cargo leaders &
more than 40 exhibitors, for this action-packed event which
features plenary sessions, specialized tracks, workshops &
executive summits, tackling aspects related to technology &
innovation, security & customs, cargo operations & sustainability.

The 20th edition of Airport Show features two co-located events
and introduces a new theme, “Passenger Experience”—which
will focus on highlighting technologies that are setting new
standards in making airport processes more passenger driven
and eﬃcient.
As the world's largest annual airport exhibition event, Airport

9-11 Mar 2021 | Turkey, Istanbul

Show 2020 is a place to meet and network with key industry
leaders and high-level policymakers in setting to shape the

Intersec Saudi Arabia

future of the global airport and aviation industry.

The three-day event organized by Saudi-based ACE Group
under license from Dubai-headquartered Messe Frankfurt
Middle East is the Kingdom's largest trade fair for security,
safety and ﬁre protection. Saudi is the Middle East's largest
commercial security, ﬁre protection and safety market,
estimated to be worth US$9.6 billion in 2020, according to
analysts 6Wresearch.

26-28 October 2020 | DWTC, Dubai, UAE

bauma China 2020
The 10th international trade fair for construction machinery,
building material machines, mining machines and

Intersec Saudi Arabia is supported by the Ministry of Interior, the
Saudi Civil Defense, and the Saudi Standards, Metrology and
Quality Organization (SASO). It covers the six key product
sections of commercial security, information security, perimeter
& physical security, homeland security & policing, ﬁre & rescue,
and safety & health.

construction vehicles will take place as planned from
November 24 to 27, 2020 at the Shanghai New International
Expo Centre (SNIEC). More than 3,000 exhibitors are expected.
China's economy is recovering from Covid-19 impact with the
construction industry projected to grow by 10% thanks to the
government's stimulus package.

15-17 Mar 2021 | Riyadh International
Convention and Exhibition Centre.

November 24-27, 2020 | Shanghai New
International Expo Center

bauma CTT RUSSIA
MEBAA Show 2020

This international specialized exhibition held annually since
2000 is the biggest trade fair for the construction industry in
Russia and the most important business-to-business platform
in Russia, CIS and Eastern Europe. Germany's topnotch
exhibition company, Messe München, one of the largest in the
world, has been running the bauma CTT Russia since
December 2015.

The MEBAA Show, the Middle East's leading business aviation
platform, is set to return to Dubai. The event will showcase the
latest technologies, insights and business opportunities
shaping the future of business aviation in the Middle East and
across the globe.
Along with cutting-edge solutions and world-class aircraft on
static display, the event will demonstrate, through a
conference element, the key trends aﬀecting the industry
especially following the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Hear from industry experts on emerging trends, challenges
and innovations within the business aviation sector through
workshops, dedicated pre-arranged meetings and roundtable
sessions.

25-28 May 2021 | Moscow, Crocus Expo

Air Cargo Europe
forums and presentations of innovative ideas, products and
services ideal for today's fast-paced digital world.
Now on its 9th year, Air Cargo Europe is integrated with the
four-day transport logistic Munich event.

December 08-10, 2020
DWC, Dubai Airshow Site

4-7 May 2021 | Messe Munchen l Munich, Germany
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